A ring having no nonzero left annihilator will be called a faithful ring. Thus, if R is a faithful ring, aR^O for every nonzero a in R. This series of papers is concerned with the structure theory of faithful rings satisfying various types of minimum conditions.
having the property that (\JiAi)f~\A =U,-(AtC\A) for every chain {^4*} C£ and AE&-The lattice of all (right) ideals of a ring has this property.
In the first section, the lattices Q(£) and C(£) of all quasi-closure and closure operations respectively on £ are defined and discussed. The second section deals with those subsets of £, called insets, that are closed relative to the intersection operation and contain I. If aEC(£), the set £a of all AE£ such that Aa = A is an inset of £. The lattice C(£) is shown to be dual isomorphic to the lattice I(£) of all insets of £ under the correspondence a-><£", aEC(£).
An m-closure operation on £ is a closure operation that also is an fYendomorphism of £. The set Cm(£) of all w-closure operations on £ is a complete sublattice of C(£). If £ is the lattice of all ideals of a ring R and £T is the inset of all semi-prime ideals of R, then ir is an example of an mclosure operation on £.
Atomic closure operations on £ are studied in the third section. Let C°(£) designate the subset of C(£) containing all a such that 0££a. The closure operation aEC° (£) is atomic if £" has minimal nonzero elements (atoms). If each nonzero AE£" contains an atom of £", a is called homogeneous. The set of all homogeneous w-closure operations on £ is shown to be a dual ideal of C°m(£).
The fourth section is concerned with closure operations on the direct product £X3Il of the lattices £ and SHI. Let J(£; 9TC) (K(£; 311)) be the set such that ax = xb is a complete sublattice of C(£) XC(9rt). Illustrations of the results of the previous sections are given in the fifth section with the right ideal lattice £ of a faithful ring R. Again, these are concerned with the prime elements of £.
The final section deals with modular lattices. If cEC°m(£) and, for each AE£C, A 7^1, Af~\B=0 for some nonzero B££, then c is said to be reducible. If £ has a reducible w-closure operation c, then c is unique. If c is homogeneous, then both £c and the center of £c are atomic lattices [2, p. 130] .
Subsequent papers of this series will contain applications of this paper to special types of faithful rings. The second paper is concerned with global properties of rings. Its principal results have to do with direct sum representations of modules and rings. These results generalize our previous ones on semi-prime rings [10] . The third paper will deal with local properties of rings. It will generalize our previous results on prime rings [7; 8].
1. Closure operations. This paper is concerned solely with complete lattices {£; W, C\, E) satisfying the following chain condition:
(C) For every chain [At] E£ and A E£, (U,A)C\A = U, (AiC\A).
Any complete lattice of subsets of a given set in which both the union operation on chains and the intersection operation are set-theoretic clearly satisfies (C). Thus, for example, this condition is satisfied by the lattice £ of all (right) ideals of a ring. The identity elements of £ relative to \J and C\ are designated respectively by 0 and 1 as usual.
A mapping a\A^>Aa of a lattice £ into itself is called a qua si-do sure operation [IS, p. 56] on £ if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
for every A, BE£, (CI) if AEB then AaEBa; (C2) AEA". The set of all quasi-closure operations on £ will be designated by Q(£).
Operations VJ and C\ and a relation jS may be defined on Q(£) in an obvious wa)- [15, p. 55] . Thus, for {a,}C(?(£), U,al=6 where Ab= U, A"'; fl,: a,=c where Ac = f]t A"', AE£-Also, for a, bEQ(£), a s; b if and only if A" C Ab for every A E £■ It is evident that \Q(£); U, P\, 5= } is a complete lattice having o:A" = A, AE£, and i:A' = I, AE£, as its identity elements. If {a,} is a chain in Q(£), then {Aa<} is a chain in £. Thus it is clear that the chain condition (C) also holds for the lattice Q(£). (P3) a(0iai) = U,aa,-. (P4) a((~l; a,) = n,aa;.
(P5) a^b implies ac^bc and ca^cb ior every cEQ(£)-The multiplicative idempotent elements of Q(£) are called closure operations on £. We shall designate by C(£) the set of all closure operations on £.
If {a-i} EC(£) and b = C\i a,-, then b^ai, b2^aib = 0j aiaj^a2 = at, and b2^b.
We conclude that C(£) is closed under the intersection operation. It is clear that o, iEC(£).
A closure operation * is defined on the lattice Q(£) by C(£). Thus, for each aEQ(£), let a* be the least element of C(£) containing a. One may consider a* as the intersection of all bEQ(£) such that b^a. Then *:a->a*, aEQ(£), is easily verified to be a closure operation on Q(£). If we define the operation W* on C(£) as follows, U*: y*a,= ( U aA , aiEC(£), then evidently {C(£); W*, f\ ^ } is a complete lattice. The results given below on closure operations are similar to those of
Hanai [5] . Clearly, then, a*^b. On the other hand, o^a^a*, a*^a*a^a*, and therefore a*=a*a.
Hence A"'E£a for every AE£ and necessarily AbEA" since Ab is the least element of £" containing A. Thus b^a*, and the theorem follows.
It is evident from this theorem that £/£a = a if and only if aEC(£).
Also, for each aEQ(£) and A ££, Aa* is just the least element B~)A of £ such that Ba = B.
Theorem.
The mapping of the lattice C(£) onto the lattice I(£) defined by the correspondence a->£", aEC(£), is a dual isomorphism.
Proof. We have a^b il and only if ab=a, and hence if and only if £"C£6. We shall designate by £"■ the set of all semi-prime ideals of R. Clearly £'£/(£) and therefore irEC(£). The ring R itself is called semi-prime if the zero ideal is semi-prime, that is, if irEC"(£).
If £ and £r are respectively the set of all ideals and the set of all semi-prime ideals of a ring R, then irECm(£).
Also, irEC°m(£) if and only if R is a semi-prime ring.
Proof. Let A E£, BE£*, and C be a maximal element of (£; A, B). Then We shall designate by Za(£) the set of all atomic insets of £. If LaEIa(£), then we shall call a an atomic closure operation on £. We shall designate the set of all atomic closure operations on £ by Ca(£).
An atomic inset 21 of £ is called homogeneous ii for every nonzero P£2I there exists an atom A £21 such that A EB. If £" is a homogeneous inset of £, a is called a homogeneous closure operation on £. The subsets of Z"(£) and Ca(£) composed of all the homogeneous elements will be designated by Z"(£) and C"(£) respectively.
Lemma. If a, bECm(£) and a is atomic (homogeneous), then aKJ*b is atomic (homogeneous).
Proof. Let a\J*b=c.
The results are obvious if 0C^0, so let us assume that cEC°m(£). For every atom AE£a we shall prove that Ac is an atom of £c.
Assume that O^BQA', BE£C-Since (Br\A)c = Bci~\Ac = B, evidently BC\A ?±0. However, A is an atom of £a while P££", and therefore Bf~\A =A. Hence A EB and ACEB, and we conclude that Ac is an atom of £c.
If a£C"(£) and BE£C, B^O, then there exists an atom AE£" such that AEB. Clearly ACEB, and since Ac is an atom of £c, e£C"(£).
An inspection of the proof of 3.1 shows us that no use is made of the assumption that a and b are m-closure operations other than that aVJ*b is an rai-closure operation. Thus if aEC°(£) and bEC°m(£), it a is atomic, and if a^b, then we can conclude from the above proof that b also is atomic. The situation relative to the intersection operation is more complex than that for the union operation given in 3.1. Thus it is not apparent for a, bECm(£)r\Ch(£) that af~\b is even atomic. For example, we might have 0°^0, 0M0, and 0an06 = 0. In such a case, it is not clear that £°U£» has atoms. However, a partial answer to this problem is given by the following lemma. For x£/(£; Sit) and Af£9H, let {^4<} be the set of all ^4,££ such that xAiEM. Since x(Ui^4,)C-^Z also, there is a unique maximal element .4££ such that xA EM. We designate this element by x_1Af. Clearly x~l may be thought of as a mapping of 9TC into £:
x-1: x~1M = max ^ such that xA C jkf, M £ 9E.
It is evident that for every JZ£9TC and -4££, x(x~1M)CM;
x-\xA)EA; xA EMii and only if A C x~lM. 
Since the reverse inequality trivially is true, evidently (xny)(U,-^4,)=U,-(xAif\yAi) =U,-(xC\y)Ai, and 4.5 follows.
For every x£/(£; 91Z), the mapping x_1x is easily verified to be a closure operation on £. Actually, the following more general result holds. By 4.7, xM££a and therefore, since A is an atom of £", AExM and x-^4£Af. Hence (x^A^EM and we conclude that (x-xA)b is an atom of 9TC5.
5. Ring-theoretic applications. We shall give some simple applications of our results to ring theory in this section, leaving the more complicated applications to the next paper.
Associated with the ring R is its lattice £ of all right ideals. For each subset A of R, let A1 (Ar) designate the left (right) annihilator of A in R. Since Al=Alrl for each ^4££, it is evident that lr is a closure operation on £.
We shall assume that R is a faithful ring in this section, that is, that R is a ring such that Rl = 0. It will be convenient to call an ideal 5 of R large if If AE£ and rSEAlr for some rER and large ideal 5 of R, then AlrS = 0
and Alr = 0. Thus rEAw, and we conclude that AtrE£p-Hence p^lr.
Theorem. pEC°m(£).
Proof. Let ^4££, P££p, and C he a maximal element of (£; 4, B). Assume that aSEC for some aER and some large ideal .S of P. If (a)r designates the r-ideal of P generated by a, [((a)r + C)nA ]5£CH^£P, and ((a)r + C) T\AEB since B is prime. Thus (a)r£C and aEC due to the maximality of C in (£; A, B). Hence C is prime, and p is an m-closure operation on £ by 2.3.
Clearly 0££p and 5.1 is proved. For every x£Af and AE£, xA is a submodule of Af. Since x(U<^4,) = Uj xAi for every set {^4,} C£, we may consider x as a W-map of £ into 311. The inverse fVmap x_1 of 3TC into £ may be defined as follows:
x~l:x~lN = {a; a E R, xa E N}, N £ 31t.
If {Ni} is a chain in 3E and A^U.-jV,-, and if a£x~W, then xaEN and xaENi for some i. Clearly, then, x_1(U,-Ni) = Ui x_1iV,-, and thus x_1 is a rY-map of 3H into £.
It is natural to ask what the least prime right ideal is that contains x_1iV for x£Af and 7V£3H. For the special case in which R is a semi-prime ring, the answer is known to be that [10, 2.13] (x~1N)p = x~1Np. That this is the answer for every faithful ring R and every prime right .R-module Af is seen by the following theorem. that N = N', and therefore yEN. Thus N is prime, and we conclude that all the maximal elements of (311; x~1, A), AE£P, are in 3TCp. The desired conclusion now follows from 4.8. 6. Modular lattices. We now further restrict the lattices under consideration to be modular. Thus let £ be a complete modular lattice satisfying the chain condition (C). All the ideal lattices associated with a ring are of this type.
For each aEC(£), the inset £" can be made into a lattice by defining the union operation in the obvious way:
V: V Ai=(\\AX, {Ai} C£". Hence a is the maximal element of C°m(£), namely the fVidentity element. An atomic lattice has been defined in [2, p. 130 ] as a complete modular lattice satisfying condition (C) and having atoms, with the union of the atoms of the lattice being I. Every atomic lattice is complemented, and each nonzero element of the lattice is a union of atoms.
Theorem.
Let a be a reducible m-closure operation on £, and let £c be the center of £°. If a is atomic then so is c, whereas if a is homogeneous then both £" and £c are atomic lattices.
Proof. If A is an atom of £a and O^BCi', BE£C, then AT\B^0. For if AC\B=0, then the complement B' of B must contain A, and therefore A EB'r\Ac?±Ac contrary to the fact that Ac is the least element of £c containing A. Since AC^B^O, AEP and ACEB. Thus Ac is an atom of £c.
If a is homogeneous and C is the union of the atoms of £", then (£a; C, 0) = {0} since otherwise it would contain an atom of £". Thus C = I and £" is an atomic lattice by 6.1. The union of the atoms of £c also is I, and £e is an atomic lattice.
An atomic lattice £ is said to be simple if JO, /} is the center of £. The atoms of a simple lattice £ may be taken to be the points of a projective geometry [2, p. 116] . For this reason, a simple lattice is often referred to as a projective geometry.
If now a is a homogeneous, reducible w-closure operaton on the lattice £, so that £" and £c are atomic lattices, then for each atom C of £c let <9(C) = {A;AE£a,AEC}.
Clearly <P(C) is a simple lattice. If { &} is the set of all atoms of £c, then £"= 2^1* (P(C,-), where 2* designates the full direct union. Stated otherwise, this is the well-known result that an atomic lattice £" is a full direct union of projective geometries.
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